ABSTRACT
According to a NIH study, lung cancer among individuals who have never smoked is more prevalent in women and occurs at an earlier age than in smokers. The rise in lung cancer rates among female non-smokers might be linked to radon inhalation and should be further investigated. Our theory is based on the differences in radon exposure between males and females, which can be attributed to the variations in time spent indoors versus outdoors. Over the past few years, the smoking rates have shown a steady decline in the United States and other developed countries. This decrease in smoking prevalence has led to a new shift in the primary risk factors associated with lung cancer. Although tobacco smoke historically served as the primary cause of lung cancer, the reduction in smoking rates has allowed other risk factors, such as radon exposure, to come to the forefront. Given that women in certain countries, on average, might spend more time indoors compared to men, they are potentially exposed to higher levels of radon. This increased exposure could explain the rising rates of lung cancer among female non-smokers. The theory is still in its nascent stages and requires further research and validation. However, if proven correct, it could significantly alter our understanding of lung cancer risk factors and lead to new prevention. It is therefore crucial to expedite the review and publication of this theory, given its potential implications for public health.
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Introduction
Lung cancer is a major health concern, with high mortality rates and a significant number of new cases expected each year [1]. Historically considered a disease predominantly affecting men, recent studies have indicated a rise in lung cancer cases incidence in women, particularly in developed countries. The increasing prevalence of lung cancer in women underlying the importance of raising our understanding of the risk factors and biological mechanisms driving its progression. The current state of knowledge on lung cancer in women focuses on risk factors, epidemiology, and potential molecular mechanisms [2-4]. Some of...
the main factors that currently are believed to affect the lung cancer risk are as follows:

1. Smoking
   Tobacco consumption is recognized as a significant contributor to the occurrence of lung cancer, and as more women have started smoking over the years, the rates of lung cancer in women have increased. In the past, smoking was more common among men, but now the rate of tobacco use among females has been observed to vary, especially in some regions.

2. Passive Smoking
   Even if a woman doesn’t smoke herself, inhaling secondhand smoke can heighten the likelihood of developing lung cancer. Women who live with smokers or work in environments where smoking is allowed may be at higher risk.

3. Exposure to environmental toxins
   Exposure to air pollution can raise the risk of lung cancer, and in some countries, air pollution levels have increased in recent years. Women residing in urban areas with elevated air pollution levels may experience an augmented risk of adverse health consequences.

4. Hormonal factors
   Indications suggest that hormonal factors, including menopausal status and hormone replacement therapy usage, may influence lung cancer susceptibility in females. However, further research is warranted in this domain.

5. Genetic susceptibility
   Some studies suggest that certain genetic factors may increase the lung cancer risk in women, but more research is needed to fully understand this relationship.

The scope of the Problem
The occurrence of lung cancer in never smoker women is on the rise, and the reasons for this are not fully understood. However, some studies suggest that it could be attributed to high degrees of exposure to second-hand smoke, as well as increased exposure to indoor pollutants, including radon, due to women spending more time indoors than men [5-7]. Women, on average, have smaller lungs and a higher percentage of body fat, which can increase the absorption of radon into the body. Additionally, research indicates that most young lung cancer patients are female, often have adenocarcinoma histology, are less likely to be smokers, and frequently present with more advanced disease stages [8-10]. It is important to note that smoking is still considered the main cause of lung cancer, and that non-smokers can also develop lung cancer as a result of exposure to various environmental factors.

Concerns Over Unexpected Rise in Risk of Lung Cancer among Non-Smoking Women
According to a NIH study, it has been observed that lung cancer in non-smoking women is more prevalent and tends to occur at an earlier age compared to smokers [2]. Due to the American Lung Association, lung cancer rates for women have increased by 79 percent over the past 44 years, while they have decreased by 43 percent for men. Additionally, more young women than men are now being diagnosed with lung cancer, marking a historic shift in the gender distribution of this disease [11]. However, the majority of these cancers still have unknown causes, although Exposure to environmental risk factors, such as radon, secondhand tobacco smoke, air pollution, asbestos, or previous lung diseases, may account for certain cases of lung cancer. The latest data show that nonsmoking women between the ages of 40 and 79 are more likely to get lung cancer or die from lung cancer than nonsmoking men [12, 13]. The incidence of lung cancer among young people who have never smoked is on the rise. Detecting the risks at an earlier stage is challenging because early-stage lung cancer seldom presents red-flag symptoms [3]. According to Gallup, over the last 20 years, the smoking rate has decreased significantly from 35% to 12%. Nowadays, young adults are more inclined to smoke e-cigarettes and marijuana rather than tobacco. It seems that smoking habits among young adults are
transitioning from tobacco to e-cigarettes [14]. Given this consideration, we believe that the reduction in smoking rates has allowed other risk factors, such as radon exposure, to come to the forefront. Lung cancer stands as the foremost cause of cancer-related fatalities globally. While the majority of lung cancer cases are associated with a history of tobacco smoking, approximately 10% to 20% of individuals diagnosed with lung cancer have never smoked [15]. Exposure to radon is a recognized cause of lung cancer, and recent studies suggest that even at low concentrations, inhaling radon poses a risk of developing lung cancer [16].

The Key Issue of the Differences in Indoor/Outdoor Time between Men and Women

It is worth investigating the potential role of high concentrations of radon as women spend more time indoors. A recent survey reveals that on average, women spend only 25 minutes outside per day, underscoring the need for further investigation into potential health risks associated with prolonged indoor exposure. Women are more likely to spend time indoors due to work commitments, childcare responsibilities, and household chores. The study also found that women who spend more time outside tend to have better health and well-being. There are several possible reasons why women spend more time indoors. One reason is that women tend to take on more unpaid childcare and domestic work, leaving them with less leisure time and fewer opportunities to earn in the marketplace. Another factor is the normalization of intensive parenting, with individuals placing high value on maximizing time spent actively engaging with their children. Additionally, women may feel less safe than men when spending time outdoors, which could lead them to spend more time indoors [17, 18].

The Link between Indoor/Outdoor Time and Radon Inhalation

Radon, a colorless and odorless radioactive gas, is naturally generated through the decay of uranium in soil and rock. It has the potential to infiltrate buildings through foundation cracks and can amass to hazardous concentrations, particularly in regions with inadequate ventilation and high background radiation areas. Long-term exposure to radon can cause lung cancer, and women who spend most of their time indoors may be at a higher risk. It is concerning to note that the reason behind the rise in lung cancer cases in women could be linked to spending more time indoors and exposure to radon. According to a survey, the average woman spends only a few tens of minutes outside per day, and they spend more time indoors, especially in poorly ventilated areas, which can raise the risk of lung cancer [19].

Spending more time indoors and exposure to even low concentrations of radon have been identified as potential risk factors for lung cancer, and there is some evidence to suggest that they may contribute to the increasing rates of lung cancer in women. It is worth noting that besides the key factor of exposure to radon, other indoor air pollutants such as tobacco smoke, cooking fumes, and cleaning chemicals can also be involved in unexpected rise in of the occurrence lung cancer risk in women who do not smoke [20].

The Importance of Studies on lung cancer conducted in regions prone to radon exposure

Ramsar, a city on the northern coast of Iran, is known for having some of the highest levels of naturally occurring background radiation in the world. The Talesh Mahalleh district in Ramsar is recognized as one of the most radioactive inhabited areas on Earth, primarily due to its proximity to hot springs and the utilization of building materials sourced from these springs. The effective dose equivalents in very high background radiation areas (VHBRAs) of Ramsar, particularly in Talesh Mahalleh, radiation levels exceed the radiation dose limits recommended by the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) for radiation workers by several times. Radon, a naturally occurring radioactive gas, is generated through the decay process of uranium.
present in soil, rock, and water sources. In certain regions of Ramsar, radon levels can reach up to 3700 Becquerels per cubic meter. Radon is the second most significant contributor to lung cancer after tobacco smoking. Despite this, there is a notable absence of comprehensive data on the incidence of radon-related lung cancers in Iran. The maximum recorded indoor radon concentrations in Ramsar are not explicitly mentioned in the provided search results. However, it is clear that Ramsar is a radon-prone area due to its high levels of naturally occurring background radiation and in certain regions of Ramsar, maximum radon levels can reach up to 31,000 Becquerels per cubic meter. There are currently no national radon regulations or mitigation strategies in Iran. However, the National Radiation Protection Department of the Iranian Nuclear Regulatory Authority is responsible for radiation protection and safety in the country. Moreover, there is a scarcity of comprehensive data regarding the prevalence of radon-induced lung cancers in Iran. Lung cancer studies in radon prone areas such as Ramsar, can shed more light on the dark corners of unexpected rise in risk of lung cancer in women who do not smoke [21-24].

Conclusion

Spending more time indoors and exposure to even low concentrations of radon have been identified as potential risk factors for lung cancer, and there is some evidence to suggest that they may contribute to the increasing rates of lung cancer in women. The average woman spends only a few tens of minutes outside per day, and they spend more time indoors, especially in poorly ventilated areas, which can increase the lung cancer risk. As the rates of lung cancer in women continue to rise, it’s important to take steps to address these potential risk factors. This may include improving ventilation in buildings, testing for radon in homes and workplaces, and encouraging women to spend more time outdoors and away from sources of indoor air pollution. It’s important to note that the relationship between indoor air quality and lung cancer is complex, and many other factors may also contribute to the increasing rates of lung cancer in women. More research is needed to fully understand the role of indoor air pollution, radon, and other risk factors in the development of lung cancer. It’s also essential to raise Awareness regarding the risks associated with lung cancer and the importance of early detection and treatment. By addressing these issues, we can help reduce the burden of lung cancer on women.
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